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Dynamic Image Potential at an Al(111) Surface
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We evaluate the electronic self-energySsEd at an Al(111) surface using theGW space-time method.
This self-energy automatically includes the image potentialVim not present in any local-density
approximation for exchange and correlation. We solve the energy-dependent quasiparticle equations and
calculate the effective local potential experienced by electrons in the near-surface region. The relative
contribution of exchange proves to be very different for states above the Fermi level. The image-plane
position for interacting electrons is closer to the surface than for the purely electrostatic effects felt
by test charges, and, like its classical counterpart, is drawn inwards by the effects of atomic structure.
[S0031-9007(98)05999-7]
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Electrons outside a metal surface experience a s
face barrier which has the asymptotic form of an im
age potentialVim  21y4sz 2 z0d [1], where z0 is the
effective edge of the metal. For interacting electron
this is an exchange-correlation (XC) effect, the quantu
mechanical analog of the charge density redistributi
which gives the classical image force. The form of th
surface barrier is important for interpretation of low
energy electron diffraction [2] and scanning tunneling m
croscopy [3] experiments. In addition, surface and ima
states bound byVim can be directly observed by mod
ern inverse photoemission and two-photon photoemiss
experiments [4].

The physics of the electron-surface interaction, a
its transition from quantum-mechanical behavior to th
classical limit, has been the subject of a wealth
theoretical studies. It is well known that the effectiv
potential of density-functional theory (DFT) within the
local-density approximation (LDA) (or gradient-correcte
versions) fails to reproduce the image tail shape [5
which is the result of long-range many-body effects. Th
classical response of metal surfaces to an electric field
distinguishable test charges has been investigated u
DFT [6–8], but the resulting image-plane positionzc may
differ from that experienced by electrons. The quantum
mechanical XC potential of DFT has been investigat
by Eguiluz et al. for a jellium surface [9], while for real
materials it has been shown that atomic structure beyo
the jellium model plays an important role in determinin
both zc and the binding energy of image states [1
(whose existence requires the presence of a surface b
gap not exhibited by jellium).

In this Letter, we present the results of a calculatio
of the nonlocal electronic self-energySsr, r0, Ed for an
Al(111) surface, including its full variation with energy
evaluated within theGW (G, Green’s function; W ,
screened potential) approximation [11], which allow
treatment of long-range correlation effects from fir
principles. This work is the first application of theGW
0031-9007y98y80(19)y4265(4)$15.00
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space-time method, outlined in a recent Letter [12], to
system with a large supercell. In general, surface sta
are poorly described in the LDA (and image states a
resonances are entirely absent), and we therefore s
the quasiparticle (QP) equations self-consistently for on
electron-like excitation energies, without recourse to firs
order perturbation theory. The effect ofS is interpreted
in terms of the effective local potentialVloc felt by
QP states in a given energy range.Vloc automatically
contains the image potential and the form of the crosso
from image to bulk behavior which is crucial for state
localized near the surface. We findz0 (for quantum-
mechanical electrons) at Al(111) to be significantly clos
to the surface thanzc (for external test charges). Fo
Al(111), z0 is shifted inwards relative to jellium by the
atomic nature of the surface (as is seen forzc). The
separate contributions of exchange and correlation to
exact XC image potential of DFT have been the source
considerable controversy [9,13,14], and, while previo
results on this subject can now be reconciled, we sh
that the relative contributions of exchange and correlati
to Vim felt by statesabovethe Fermi level are significantly
different.

In many-body theory, exchange and correlation a
described by the self-energySsr, r0, Ed, which is nonlocal
and therefore, in principle, state dependent, varies w
energy, and is complex, containing information about t
lifetimes of QP excitations. The nonlocal effects whic
give the image potential are present implicitly in the exa
exchange-correlation potentialVxc of Kohn-Sham (KS)
DFT (as opposed toV LDA

xc ), but the surface barrier felt
by excited states and the lifetimes of surface states
two features which cannot formally be addressed with
DFT. TheGW approximation for the self-energy, written
in real space and time, is

Ssr, r0, td  iGsr, r0, tdW sr, r0, td , (1)

where G is the one-particle Green’s function, andW
is the dynamically screened Coulomb interaction. Th
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4265
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S-
first-order diagram forS has been shown to work we
in a wide variety of studies of real materials, successfu
predicting, for example, the band gaps of semiconduc
and insulators [15] and the valence bandwidths of sim
metals [16]. We follow the usual procedure of performi
an LDA-DFT calculation to calculate a noninteractin
approximation forG, and obtainW within the random-
phase approximation (RPA). We note thatW calculated
at this level already contains imagelike interactions,
RPA screening corresponds to time-dependent Har
theory.

In the space-time method,S is constructed in real spac
and (imaginary) time, which is advantageous because
GW self-energy is then a product rather than a con
lution in reciprocal space and energy. In imaginary tim
the structure of the many-body response functions is m
smoother and thus well suited to numerical work. F
Fourier transforms (FFTs) are used extensively to m
between real and reciprocal space, and between imagi
time and energy. Our calculation begins with the form
tion of the Green’s functionGsr, r0, itd in real space and
imaginary time. We then proceed via the noninteract
density response function and dielectric matrix to cal
late W without the use of any plasmon-pole approxim
tion for frequency dependence.Ssr, r0, itd is then formed
and matrix elements in the LDA eigenfunction basis a
computed, Fourier transformed to imaginary energy, a
fitted to the multiple-pole form

kcnkjSsivdjcn0kl  a0
nn0k 1

pX
i1

ai
nn0k

iv 2 bi
nn0k

. (2)

This form facilitates analytic continuation to the re
energy axis, and represents a highly controlled appro
mation since the accuracy of the fitting of the calcula
self-energy can be directly monitored.

The system we study is an Al(111) surface. We emp
a slab geometry with five layers of aluminum (sufficie
to give, for example, a well-converged surface energy
zc) and eight layers of vacuum. The LDA calculation f
the slab was undertaken with a4 3 4 3 1 k-point mesh
and a high energy cutoff. In order to converge our surf
barrier, the required parameters for theGW calculation
were found to be a plane-wave energy cutoff of 9
(corresponding to a5 3 5 3 60 real space grid in the uni
cell), and 243 imaginary time points withDt  py10 a.u.
Three hundred bands (those up to an energy of 74
aboveEF in the LDA calculation) were included inG.

QP energies for bulk materials are usually evalua
within first-order perturbation theory, employing the a
sumption that the wave functions given by the solution
the QP equationµ

2
1
2

=2 1 Vextsrd 1 VHsrd
∂

Cnksrd 1Z
dr0 Ssr, r0, EnkdCnksr0d  EnkCnksrd (3)

are sufficiently similar to their DFT KS counterpart
whereS is replaced byVxc. The ability to solve the full
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QP equation for real materials is potentially important fo
highly inhomogeneous systems such as heterostructure
defects where the LDA may give qualitatively incorrec
states.

In the case of the metal surface, the QP eigenfunctio
will include surface and image states, bound byVim,
which will differ significantly from the LDA states. We
therefore obtained QP eigenfunctions by diagonalizin
the QP Hamiltonian in the LDA eigenfunction basis
at a trial energy, and then iterating the energy of th
given QP state to self-consistency. The full energ
dependence of the self-energy matrix in the basis of LD
states is therefore required, making use of the spac
time approach especially important, as a functional for
for the energy dependence ofS is found. Even for the
very inhomogeneous surface-slab system, two poles g
a stable fit of extremely high quality (rms error 0.2%
for the diagonal matrix elements. Most off-diagona
matrix elements are zero by symmetry, with the (spars
remainder similarly well described by the two-pole form
In Fig. 1, we show an unoccupied surface state 1.66 e
below the vacuum level atG, obtained directly from
solution of the QP equation. The weight in the nea
surface region is significantly enhanced relative to th
LDA state by the improved description of XC effects.

Although S is nonlocal, it can be viewed as a state
dependent local potential. In particular, in the asymptot
limit far from the surface, we expect the effect ofS to
be that of an image potential, independent of QP ener
[17]. Comparing the Hamiltonian for a local and nonloca
potential, it is clear that the state-dependent effective loc
XC potentialVloc for a QP state is defined by

VlocsrdCQP srd 
Z

dr0 Ssr, r0, EQPdCQP sr0d , (4)

as used by Deiszet al. [18] in their study of a jellium
surface. In the space-time method,S is obtained on

FIG. 1. Surface state QP wave function (full line) atG
1.66 eV below the vacuum level, obtained by the iterativ
solution of the energy-dependent QP equation, has weig
transferred into the vacuum relative to the corresponding K
LDA eigenfunction (dashed line).
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the real energy axis in the form of matrix elemen
in the LDA eigenfunction basis. We therefore use t
completeness relation to write

Vlocsrd 
X
n

kr j cnl kcnjSsEQP djCQP lykr j CQP l , (5)

where the sum is over all KS statescn at a givenk point.
As the potential is not defined by Eq. (5) at the nodes
the QP state, we take a weighted average of the resu
Vlocsrd, according tojCQP srdj2, over a few states in a
small energy range.

The resulting surface barrier is shown in Fig. 2. Th
potential was calculated using four states at theG point
within 1.5 eV of the vacuum energy, and was we
converged with the inclusion of 200 bands in the su
over off-diagonal matrix elements. As expected, the b
value of Vloc is similar to V LDA

xc , as the QP energy shif
for states nearEF in bulk Al is rather small. Moving out
through the surface, whereV LDA

xc falls exponentially (as
the density does),Vloc crosses smoothly to the asymptot
image potential (shown with the best-fitz0). This image
potential has been modified to take account of the repea
slab geometry, which gives rise to two infinite seri
of image charges, but the resulting form becomes v
similar to an isolated image potential within 10 a.u. of t
surface. The form of the crossover is often treated in
ad hocmanner which is somewhat arbitrary for Al(111
as the classicalVim and V LDA

xc do not meet. However,
it is interesting to note that the dynamic image potent
limit which we have calculated in this work comes muc
closer to meetingV LDA

xc .
Surface corrugation of the XC potential, which is we

described by the LDA near the surface, quickly deca
outside the surface. Our results are consistent with
surface-position-independent image plane, as argued
demonstrated for test charges by Finniset al. [8]. The po-
tential also proves to be almost entirely state independ
in the case of the image tail, this energy independe

FIG. 2. Surface averaged effective local potential at Al(11
compared withV LDA

xc . The XC potential calculated fromS
crosses over to the classical image form in the vacuum (
best-fitVim shown).
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arises through canceling effects from the spatial charac
of different states and the energy dependence ofS.

The “classical” image-plane positionzc has been cal-
culated for jellium, and more recently for real material
using a variety of techniques, generally based on the
sponse of the ground-state charge density to external fie
[6,7,19] and test charges [8]. The image-plane positi
has also been found through the self-consistent respo
of a modified effective potential [20]. These results, t
gether with theV GW

xc value for dynamic electrons at a jel
lium surface obtained by Eguiluzet al. [9], are compared
in Table I with z0 for electrons at an Al(111) surface a
calculated in this work, where the geometric edge is h
a layer spacing outside the outermost crystal plane.

Our value for z0 is closer to the surface thanzc for
Al(111) (as found for the jelliumz0 and zc), and is
closer thanz0 for jellium [as for the Al(111) and jellium
zc]. The first trend can be thought of as resulting fro
the difference between the XC hole and the screen
charge density caused by a point charge, and has b
discussed for jellium by Equiluz and Hanke [21] i
terms of “electron overlap effects.” The shift inward
for Al is, however, somewhat less than for jellium. Th
second trend is caused by the effects of atomic structu
Whereas the jellium model predicts thatz0 andzc should
be a fixed distance from the geometric edge,zc is seen to
be more closely tied to the position of the outermost lay
with the screening charge density centered just abo
the atoms. The value ofz0 for Al(111) suggests that
the XC hole is similarly modified from the cylindrically
symmetric case of jellium [22] (although the size of th
shift is also somewhat smaller than that forzc) and thatz0

will thus also tend to follow the position of the outermos
crystal plane.

The issue of the physical origin ofVim has provoked
considerable controversy [9,13,14]. Previous studies ha
addressed this problem through the exactVxc of DFT, i.e.,
the potential felt byoccupiedstates. This confusion arose
from the fact that, while correlation gives the asymptot
image limit for slab geometries [9] (with the exchang
part of the potential showing a1yz2 dependence), ex-
change provides the limit in the case of a semi-infini
metal [14]. In Fig. 3, we show the exchange and corr
lation contributions to the effective local potential calcu
lated in this work. It can be seen that, in the case of sta
above the Fermi level, the exchange part actually displa

TABLE I. Image-plane positions for Al(111) surface in a.u
relative to the geometric edge, and for jellium withrs  2.07.
Results for dynamic electrons [ jellium calculations of Ref. [9
Al(111) this work] are compared with calculations based o
response of the ground-state density by Lang and Kohn [
Lam and Needs [19], Finnis [8], and Serena, Soler, and Gar
[20,23] (see text).

Dynamic LK LN Finnis SSG

Jellium 0.72 6 0.1 1.60 1.49
Al(111) 0.4 6 0.2 0.95 0.81 1.1
4267
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FIG. 3. Exchange and correlation contributions to the effe
tive local potential for unoccupied quasiparticle states at
Al(111) surface. AboveEF , the bare exchange part decays e
ponentially into the vacuum.

exponential decay rather than power-law behavior. T
can be explained rather simply from the fact that the e
change part of the self-energy is given bySx  iGV ,
whereG is evaluated at an infinitesimal positive time, an
thus contains only occupied states. As a result (neglec
constant factors),

V x
locsrd ~

R
dr0

P
coccsrdcp

occsr0d 1
jr2r0j CQP sr0d

CQPsrd
. (6)

Moving into the vacuum, the exponential decay of the o
cupied states inG means thatV x

loc must decay exponen
tially unless the denominator falls equally quickly. Thu
even though for a semi-infinite metal exchange gives
image limit for occupied states, inclusion of correlation
essential to describe the image potential felt by unoc
pied states.

In conclusion, we have evaluated the electronic se
energy at an Al(111) surface within theGW approxima-
tion. Calculation of the full energy-dependent self-ener
and solution of the quasiparticle equations are made p
sible by use of the real-space imaginary-time meth
The image-plane position for the many-electron syst
is closer to the surface than that for classical respons
external fields or charges, and is also significantly mo
fied by the atomic structure of the surface. Exchan
and correlation contributions to the image potential, wh
have been debated extensively in the context of dens
4268
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functional theory, play qualitatively different individua
roles for states above the Fermi level.
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